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🔥💰🔥 Michael Cohen texted 950 times w Victor
Vekselberg’s cousin, Andrew Intrater - but wait- keep
reading about BTA Bank 🏦 and remember the Sater and
Trump SoHo money laundering story‼ 
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-05-
22/michael-cohen-filings-show-950-messages-with-
oligarch-s-cousin

🔥3 condos in Trump SOHO were used to launder money to Khrapunov, a former

Soviet official and mayor of Almaty, Kazakhstan. He gained notoriety for fraud,

racketeering and laundering money stolen from the Kazakhstan government🔥
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Felix Sater, Trump & Cohen’s buddy and business partner, 
pocketed $21M from money launderers, Ablyazov & Khrapunov

 3 CONDOS AT TRUMP  SOHO ARE INVOLVED  
nydailynews.com/news/national/…

139 4:54 PM - Apr 25, 2018

120 people are talking about this

Trump associate received more than $21M i…
Felix Sater has previously done business with the
Trump Organization and was part of a push to
build a Trump Tower in Moscow.
nydailynews.com

It gets better‼ Hi @RudyGiuliani 👋 Look who also was involved- thread 🧵
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Where is Rudy Giuliani  Bracewell & Giuliani involved in 
Dutch-based  laundering w Khrapunov family in Kazakhstan  
zembla.bnnvara.nl/nieuws/trump-b…

160 12:39 PM - Sep 9, 2017

163 people are talking about this

Trump business partner accused of involve…
Dutch letter box companies implicated in million-
dollar fraud The American real estate
development company Bayrock, through which
zembla.bnnvara.nl
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THERE ARE TAPES‼ 
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Replying to @kelly2277 @POTUS

There are tapes It’s no wonder that RU Mafia businesses in 
Trump Tower were and are being monitored. It’s perfectly legal 
@realDonaldTrump

49 1:06 PM - Sep 6, 2017

42 people are talking about this

🔥Trump Tower was the center of International organized crime and over years the

Trump name became synonymous w money laundering. Trump LITERALLY licensed

his name in terrible locations because there was no oversight and corrupt regimes

were his friends🔥
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Replying to @Alt_Spicerlies @LouiseMensch

Trump Tower has been a cesspool for felons and the 
headquarters for Russian mafia. 
bloomberg.com/features/2016-…

42 5:18 AM - Sep 5, 2017

40 people are talking about this

Inside Trump Tower, the center of the billionaire’s universe
The shiny skyscraper is a monument to the man’s bronzed and
exaggerated style.
bloomberg.com

💥Felix Sater threatened Tevik Arif that if he didn’t pay him- Sater was going to rat
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💥 p y g g

out Arif and Trump’s money laundering 😳
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Replying to @kelly2277 @POTUS

Sater threatened Arif that he would “tell-all” if Arif didn’t pay him 
$3.5M. Was payment ever made or is Sater going to  rat

22 1:14 PM - Sep 6, 2017

18 people are talking about this

🏦 BTA just sued Sater regarding the Trump Tower MOSCOW Project‼ Yes, the

project Trump & Cohen lied about the entire campaign because it was another money

laundering hub on Trumps wheel and w help from Putin “will get Donald elected”😳

kadhim (＾ｰ^)ノ
@kadhimshubber

Felix Sater has been sued by BTA Bank for allegedly helping 
launder funds stolen by the bank's former boss, including into the 

failed Trump Tower Moscow project, which he worked on with 
Michael Cohen, who BTA Bank paid to help recover those same 
fundsdocumentcloud.org/documents/5780…

2,077 8:10 PM - Mar 25, 2019

1 648 people are talking about this

BTA Bank v Felix Sater
Source document contributed to DocumentCloud by Kadhim Shubber
(Financial Times).
documentcloud.org
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